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F E AT U R E

Creating a calming environment can be
paramount for your newborn’s nursery.
Stimulating colours can be added with
accessories, toys and blankets, which
allow you to control the stimulus in the
environment at bedtime.
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Every new parent seeks some serenity and calm.
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What better place to create that atmosphere than your
newborns nursery, where he will be sleeping developing
his routine. Soothing Periglacial Blue from the Resene
Karen Walker range is a great base wall colour. The
Touchwood cot with sandstone finish also adds to the
soft neutral palette and is available online from OHbaby!
The Resene colour palette
Choose a colour that you won’t get sick
of and one that will stand the test of time.
Calming colours can help soothe you and
your baby, while accents of bright reds and
deep blues can add interest. Accent colours
can be in artwork on the walls or toys and
books around the room.
Buy Resene test pots from the colour
palette below to create your own artwork
on canvas. A range of coloured stripes in
these gorgeous colours creates a beautiful
piece of art achieveable for even the less
art-inclined.

Accessories in a neutral calming room add vibrancy, colour and interest.
Bajo make toys to high ethical and environmental standards, all wood
is sourced from FSC-certified local woodlots. The vibrant colour which
children are drawn toward, is sourced in Germany and is certified nontoxic, as is the adhesive and coatings used in production.
Zoobie Pets embody an innovative & newly patented 3-in-1 concept.
Each pet is a plush toy, a soft pillow & a comfy blanket all in one – The
perfect childhood companion. Each animal has been tagged & collared so
that they don’t get out on the loose!
FEATURED PRODUCTS: ON OPPOSITE PAGE: TOUCHWOOD VILLA COT IN SANDSTONE
$612 FROM OHBABY!, BAJO WOODEN CANTERING HORSES $49.95 FROM OHBABY!,
LETTER M FROM SPOTLIGHT. THIS PAGE; BAJO FIRE ENGINE $29.95, BAJO CAR $16.95,
BAJO LADYBUG $39.95, KNITTED BLUE BUNNY $39.95, GOZE SHOES $39.95, ZOOBIE
RHINO $49.95 ALL FROM OHBABY! MARLOWE DRESSED IN MOKOPUNA GLACIER BEANIE
$15.95, FUNNEL TOP $49.95 AND PANTS $49.95 ALL FROM OHBABY!

Resene Periglacial Blue - Karen Walker
Resene Joanna

online

Resene Napa
Resene Get Ready
Resene Canterbury Clay
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